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Rio Tinto Aluminium Weipa – Mobile
Crane Hook Block Restraint and Stowage
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The Problem
An incident occurred at Rio Tinto Aluminium Weipa in March 2006 involving a 70 tonne
crane. Whilst raising the boom of the crane during setup, the operator momentarily
misjudged the tension applied to the auxiliary rope of the crane. This human error resulted in
the auxiliary hook line breaking and the auxiliary hook detaching itself from the rope.
Although there were no injuries, the potential for a serious injury existed and the incident was
classified as a near miss/hit.
While investigating the most recent incident, the crane team discussed that they had been
involved or seen similar incidents of this nature during their careers as crane operators.
It was identified that these near misses or injuries were primarily due to momentary
misjudgements by operators. Operating these types of cranes requires three simultaneous
motor functions. The hydraulic boom is raised, while both main and auxiliary hook blocks are
lowered to enable the hook blocks to be removed from their normal stowed position. If one
of these three functions are misjudged or not sequential, an injury may result, or damage to
equipment.

In previous reported
incidents the stowage sling
or the sling attachment
point have been torn from
the machine.

Figure 1: Original stowage point for the main hook of a 70T crane. Note: the hook block is
attached to a wire rope sling and restraining lugs welded to top deck of crane.

Figure 2: Original stowage point for the auxiliary hook block was restrained by a wire rope
sling to front chassis of crane. Image shows auxiliary hook block attached to new restraint
system.
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Boom
Auxiliary winch rope
Main winch ropes

Figure 3: Original procedure required
raising the boom and at the same time
lowering main and auxiliary ropes.

Figure 4: The three levers that need to
be operated when raising the boom and
lowering both winch ropes.

Figure 5: Broken auxiliary rope on 70T
Crane after operator momentarily
misjudged tension applied to rope
during setup of crane.

Figure 6: Auxiliary hook block broken away
from rope.

The Solution
Following the incident in March 2006, the Rio Tinto Aluminium Weipa crane team sat down to
discuss the risks associated with setting up and packing up the mobile cranes and
brainstormed ways to resolve the challenges. A number of solutions were identified and
discussed with regards to practicality and feasibility.
It was decided that fitting a modified Warn electric winch to the under carriage of the crane
could provide a suitable solution to the existing problem. The winch, similar to one on a 4WD
vehicle, could be retrofitted to the crane to restrain and stow both main and auxiliary hook
blocks. The team consulted the Warn Winch Distributor for Australia and was advised that a
normal 9000-pound 4WD winch would not be suitable for the application due to the internal
mechanics. However, a similar winch used commonly by vehicle accident tow trucks was
identified as being more likely suited to our requirement. The winch hub required modification
to fit the crane’s chassis and the wire rope was replaced with 5cm synthetic webbing
strapping. This synthetic strapping was initiated to prevent possible injury from frayed wire
rope usually supplied on commercial winches.
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Members of our workshop and crane teams fitted the winch mount and winch to the crane.
Implementation of this equipment has:
Reduced the risk of a past incidents reoccurring
Significantly reduced the chance of injury
Halved the time required to mobilise and demobilise crane when setting up and
packing up
Senior management was involved in reviewing the process during the implementation phase,
which lead to approval for use of the innovation on site. Training was included for all
employees required to work on this equipment including contract crane operators. Feedback
from crane operators has been very positive.

Figure 7: Main and auxiliary hooks attached
together and tensioned and restrained with
built for purpose electric winch.

Figure 8:Operator releasing tension on
electric winch using the winch in or
out buttons situated at the front of
the driver’s cab.

Figure 9: View of built for purpose Warn electric
winch mounted to chassis of crane.
Benefits and Effects
The benefits of implementing this innovation include:
Previously, a person could be standing at the front of the crane to disconnect the
auxiliary hook block from the restraining sling. This innovation eliminates the
red/danger zone where a person could possibly be injured.
Reduced risk of structural damage to crane and associated mechanics.
Ability to stow main and auxiliary hook blocks in a way that does not require the boom
to be raised or the hook blocks lowered from the upper operator’s cab.
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The design has eliminated the need for the operator to use the three motor functions
as previously required.
This installation will provide a far safer, easier and quicker process to set up and pack
up the truck mounted hydraulic cranes.
The cost of this innovation was less than $5,000.
Transferability Across Industry
This innovation could be improved on or re-engineered to suit particular truck-mounted
cranes throughout the world, providing it adheres to individual countries’ or state legislative
requirements. Once our trial period is completed we wish to share this with the Rio Tinto
Group or other businesses that can see a benefit in the innovation.

Innovation
Risk Assessment Before and After Implementation:
Consequence Likelihood Risk Rating
Before Implementation of Innovation
Catastrophic
Rare
S15
After Implementation of Innovation

Minor

Rare

Level of Risk Reduction (Before minus After)
Percentage Risk Reduction

Likelihood

No damage,
low financial loss

Almost Certain
Expected to
occur in most
circumstances
Likely
Probably occur
in most
circumstances

S

M

11

7

12
80%

Risk Analysis Matrix
Consequences
2
3
Moderate
Minor

1
Insignificant

4
Major

First aid treatment, Medical Treatment Extensive injuries,
required,
low financial loss,
losses of
min. environmental med. financial loss,
production
impact
lasting
capability, medium
environmental
financial loss,
impact
lasting
(less than 3 years).
environmental
impact (greater
than 3 years).
S

S

16

12

H

S

20

H

23

5
Catastrophic
Death,
toxic release with
permanent
environmental
impact, huge
financial loss

H

25

17

H
21

H
24

S
13

H
18

H
22

Moderate
Should occur at
some time

L
4

M
8

Unlikely
Could occur at
some time

L
2

L
5

M
9

S
14

H
19

L
3

M
6

S
10

S
15

Rare
May only occur
in exceptional
circumstances

L
1

L3

Risk Scores are determined by using the above risk analysis matrix in conjunction with the
RTA Weipa – Standard Detailed Risk Definition and Classification Matrix.
H = High risk
S = Significant risk
M = Moderate risk
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It is unacceptable to carry out any tasks with this risk score
Acceptable with Superintendent sign off
Acceptable with Task Manager sign off

L = Low risk
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Acceptable with Task Manager sign off

